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Note If you don't want to upgrade to a Windows 8 PC that includes full features, buy a PC with Windows 8 Home. A PC with Windows 8 Home costs less than a full version of Windows 8. ## Windows 8 PCs Most people will find that Windows 8 PCs are actually _better_ than Windows 7 PCs because they include everything you get for free with Windows 8. Windows Media Player 12 has been replaced by Windows 8 Player, which is more efficient and easier to
use. You can download Windows 8 for free, so you don't need to buy a copy. If you're not sure whether to buy a low-cost or full version of Windows 8, the best advice is to buy a low-cost PC. The low-cost Windows 8 PC is cheaper and it includes the stuff you need right out of the box. It's a complete computer that can serve as a primary computer for work and school. The full version of Windows 8 is a complete PC, too, but it requires
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What you need 1 set of legs and hooves 2 pairs of eyes 1 pair of hind legs 1 pair of hands 1 pair of ears 1 head box 1 neck box 1 tail box 1 box of jaws 1 box body 5/2 inch stud 1/2 inch stud 1/2 inch flat pins 1/4 inch stud 1/4 inch flat pins Adhesive tapes 1/4 inch roll adhesive 1 shoe box 1 pair of scissors or pliers Paper 1 roll of duct tape fffad4f19a
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